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The mobile division of Deutsche Telekom (DT) wanted to 
make the most out of the digital shift in society. They 
considered personalization as one of the main tools for this.

DT called agencies to present their solutions for a high 
level, modular personalization strategy for a multi-country 
roll-out. I worked as strategy consultant with leading 
communications agency Ogilvy, to answer the DT pitch.

context



My initial market research showed that telecom operators 
have been trying to crack the nut of personalization for 
decades – with little to show for.

Instead of getting lost in the vague concept, we translated 
personalization into practical elements, and showed how it 
can manifest in 8 areas:

• eCommerce, marketing automation, creative advertising, 
CRM, product design, web & UX design, two-sided 
telecom model, and client centricity

We defined that for a strategic approach, focus should be on 
‘personalized client centricity’ as a north star for all efforts. 
Together with the Creative Team, we defined a manifesto for 
the approach.

approach



Implementing personalization as a strategy is
as much a change management approach as it
is a marketing activity. For this reason four 
main stages were defined to ensure reaching 
the desired ‘personalized client centricity’:

1. internal focus and proof of concept

2. establishing a foundation in the market

3. making the announcement that 
personalization is a key part of DT strategy

4. preparing for the long road and continuous 
activities.

phases



Personalization’s various practical elements shown earlier are all ‘inside-out’, 
company-specific. So we also created an ‘outside-in’, customer-centric point 
of view of personalization. This manifested in 6 dimensions.

To each of these dimensions we identified a description and a kind of ‘user 
story’. Finally, we defined marketing activities aligned to the 6 dimensions. 

dimensions



The marketing activities were each described in 
more detail, including definition of audience, a 
detailed description, the existing data being 
used, the new data being collected, as well as 
technical and operational requirements.

details

Finally, a measurement approach was defined, 
linking audience segments, key performance 
indicators, benchmark targets, and business 
objectives.



results

DT’s multi-country pitch consisted of multiple projects, 
with the personalization strategy boing only one element. 
My strategy work for communications agency Ogilvy 
received the highest points of all agencies.

However, other projects received lower points, so Ogilvy 
lost out in the overall points to another competitor.
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To achieve the right results, teams have to work 
together, and continuously zoom in and out 
between the big picture and the tiny details.

Let’s co-create your 
strategy together!


